First interview questions:

Review of application and or resume
What would you say you are most qualified and passionate about teaching and what grade
levels do you prefer?

What is it about teaching that you are drawn to

What is right and what is wrong with education

Why do children fail?

What is your views on grades, ie a,b,c?

From the view of a child what is the ideal classroom environment

How do you as the teacher create that

Why do children misbehave in a classroom

What rules, if any, do you feel you should teach in your classroom?

Can you give me an idea of what your classroom routines would be on a daily basis

We are a Christian school as such we often end up speaking about Biblical things. Kids ask
questions. Please indicate how you would address these questions
We prayed for my dad but he stilled died, why?
Why do some people think God is angry?

I am struggling with a sin pattern, and I want to do better but I keep on slipping,
what can I do?
What makes a Christian school a Christian school?

As the employee what is your best working environment?

You have a child that has struggled academically and is giving up, what can you do as the
teacher to help them

You have a student that struggles with organization and therefore, their desk is always
crammed with old papers and stuff, what do you do?

Math questions:
Math facts are they essential or helpful?
What do you think makes a good math curriculum?
When is a calculator okay?
What do you think hinders kids from loving math, what can you do to alleviate that?
What is your thought regarding the current public schools math expectations for graduation, ie
Algebra II and Geometry?
Many kids struggle with word problems, what interventions and or practices can you use to
help them?

English Questions
What do you think are the essentials of english that need to be taught to ensure the student is
successful?
How do you respond to the student that ask why do I have to learn this I already speak
english?
You want the kids to write an essay. Some kids are great writers some lack organizational

skills, what can you do to help the student organize their thoughts?
Reading:
What are the essentials of a good reading curriculum?
What can you do to help the reluctant reader?

